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TAG Mission Statement:
To unite, educate, influence and promote
Georgia’s technology ecosystem to advance
the innovation economy.
Headquarters - Atlanta, Georgia
Satellite Office - TAG North Metro,
Alpharetta, Ga.
Chapters in Athens, Greater Augusta, Middle
Georgia, Savannah and Columbus.
TAG launched in January of 1999 as a merger
of three of the state’s largest technology
organizations, and has since become one of
the largest technology organizations in the
United States and is part of the Technology
Councils of North America.
TAG’s charitable arm, the TAG Education
Collaborative, is focused on helping science,
technology, engineering and math (STEM)
education initiatives thrive state wide.

Georgia’s FinTech ecosystem stands on a global
stage, leading in innovation, product development and thought leadership.
I am incredibly excited about the evolution of
our FinTech South event. Since launching this
next-generation gathering in 2018 at the MercedesBenz Stadium, the event has grown to welcome
more than 1,400 fintech leaders as the largest
fintech event of its kind in the Southeast.
Now, in 2019 the event harnesses the powerful
momentum of our fintech community. Georgia
has deep roots in fintech, and today’s bright leaders and companies stand on the shoulders of the
financial titans who set the cornerstones in place.
Today we are globally renowned as “transaction
alley,” processing fully 70% of all U.S., debit, credit
card and prepaid card sales right here.
TAG’s Fintech Ecosystem Report, our Fintech
Society and our dedicated fintech website serve to
foster the continued growth and development of
our fintech industry and, in turn, our state’s vibrant
economy.
This special Fintech Edition of HUB Magazine
includes highlights of this year’s FinTech South
event, along with data, insightful perspectives on
industry trends and a look at some of our most
promising fintech companies and startups.
TAG is proud to support the fintech community
and proud to offer a consistent stream of opportunities for our leaders and companies to trade
ideas, innovate and grow.
We look forward to seeing you at FinTech South
2020!
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Mahan is Chairman and CEO of Live Oak Bank,
one of the nation’s leading small business
lenders with $3.67 billion in assets, where he
is creating an ecosystem of fintech partners to
fulfill the bank’s mission of providing customers
an unprecedented banking experience through
service and technology.

“Mahan Recognized for Decades of
Innovation and Leadership”
Banking icon and entrepreneur James S.
(Chip) Mahan III is this year’s honoree for the
FinTech LifeTime Achievement Award – an
award honoring financial industry leaders
who have helped Georgia claim its place as
a global fintech hub.

Mahan

2019 FinTech Lifetime Achievement Award

Mahan took Live Oak public in 2015 and the
company was ranked #1 on American Banker’s
Best Banks to Work For list five years running.
He is a founding creator of nCino, the cloudbased bank operating system, that was part of
Live Oak Bank until it was spun off into a separate company in 2012.
Mahan was inducted into the FinTech Hall of
Fame at the 2019 FinTech South event, the
Southeast’s largest event dedicated to financial
innovation.
“The FinTech Lifetime Achievement Award
honors industry leaders who paved the way
for Atlanta to be the global fintech hub it is
today, and Chip is deserving of this distinction,”
said Larry K. Williams, President & CEO of the
Technology Association of Georgia. “Chip is an
innovator, a leader and a force in the fintech industry and we are thrilled to welcome him into
the FinTech Hall of Fame.
Past recipients of the award include fintech
titan and 2018 award recipient Tripp Rackley,
who presented the award to Mahan at the
event. Previous honorees of the FinTech Lifetime Achievement Award include finance legends T. Stephen Johnson, Phil Tomlinson and
Pamela Joseph.
Prior to Live Oak Bank, Mahan was the Chief
Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board
for S1 Corporation and founder of Security First
Network Bank, the world’s first Internet bank.
Under his leadership, S1 Corporation grew to
become a $234 million software and services
provider in only six years, averaging more than
200 percent growth year over year.

At its peak, S1 had a market capitalization of
$7.8 billion. During his term as CEO, Chip was
ranked as one of the 10 Most Influential Personalities in Financial Services by FutureBanker
magazine.
Prior to founding Security First Network Bank
and S1 Corporation, Mahan launched Cardinal
Bancshares, where he served as Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer. Chip built Cardinal into
an institution with $800 million in total assets
and took the company public in 1992. Before
launching Cardinal, Chip spent several years
with Citizens Union National Bank & Trust Co.,
serving as President, Chief Operating Officer
and Vice Chairman and becoming Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer in 1984. In 1986, he
formed an investment group that purchased
Citizens Union and subsequently sold it to
BankOne Corp. of Columbus, Ohio.

Previous Recipients of FinTech Lifetime
Achievement Award
Tripp Rackley – 2018
During his more than 25-year career, Rackley
has founded multiple companies, driving leadership, strategy, vision and direction. Beginning
in 1995, he launched his first company, nFront,
Inc., the pioneer of Internet banking, taking it
public four years later. In 2005, Rackley again
pushed the boundaries of financial services,
technology and innovation by founding Firethorn, the first mobile payments company.
Establishing partnerships with the two largest
carriers, AT&T and Verizon Wireless, to deliver
mobile payments to the consumer market, Firethorn was acquired by Qualcomm in 2007.
T. Stephen Johnson – 2017
Steve was one of the leaders in changing the
landscape of the financial services industry
in the U.S. for over three decades. In 1987, he
founded T. Stephen Johnson & Associates, a
bank consulting firm specializing in mergers
& acquisitions, regulatory consulting, strategic
consulting, services for the under-banked, bank
formations, and capital raising.

Chip began his career in 1973 at Wachovia Bank
& Trust Co. in Winston-Salem, NC, after graduating with a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from
Washington & Lee University in Lexington, VA.
FinTech South, hosted by the Technology Association of Georgia (TAG), was held April 22 – 23,
2019 at Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta, Ga.
The two-day conference joins the industry in an
exchange of insights, innovations and trends
fueling tomorrow’s financial tech industry.
Panel discussions, innovation spotlights and
speakers will cover a variety of topics, including Blockchain, Open Banking, Digital Identity,
Financial Inclusion, Real Time Payments, Gig
Economy, Crypto and Lending.
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This company was the predecessor to Brightlane Partners. Johnson’s other credits include
the incubation of the first debit card with Directo,
Inc., the first internet-only bank with NetBank,
Inc., and the first remote deposit capture product with The UPS Store. Steve also created and
managed the $100M asset Southeast Bank
Fund in the late ‘90’s, the $25M asset Morgan
Keegan Select Fund in the early 2000’s, and the
$38M asset North American Bank Fund in 2006.
Johnson passed away in 2016.
Brooks Smith – CEO, InComm - 2016
During his 24 years in the prepaid industry, InComm CEO Brooks Smith has spearheaded the
development of the prepaid industry as well as
innovative point-of-sale technology to help

connect the industry’s leading product providers
with many of the world’s largest retailers. He
founded InComm in 1992, which in its earliest
days focused on supporting the development
of prepaid programs and point of sale solutions.
Soon after its launch, Brooks led InComm
toward the creation and perfection of Point of
Sale Activation (POSA) technologies that have
provided the foundation that the entire prepaid industry is built on today. That includes
being the first company to launch Host to Host
POSA prepaid cards in 1995 (Fastcard), and the
first to launch POSA wireless top-up cards for
prepaid mobile in 1999.Brooks led InComm as
it launched the market’s first POSA Network
branded gift cards with American Express
followed a year later by the first POSA Visa gift
card, branded Vanilla Visa, and in 2004 the first
POSA Apple iTunes cards offered to consumers.

Pamela Joseph – Vice Chairman of Payment
Services, US Bancorp - 2013
Pamela A. Joseph is vice chairman of U.S.
Bancorp Payment Services and chairman of
Atlanta-based Elavon, Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of U.S. Bancorp. As a member of the
14-member managing committee at U.S. Bancorp, she is responsible for U.S. Bank Retail Payment Solutions, Corporate Payment Systems,
Elavon Global Acquiring Solutions, and Elavon
Financial Services, U.S. Bancorp’s chartered
European financial institution.
Joseph is a 25-year veteran of the financial
services industry. Before joining Elavon in 1994,
she served with Visa International as director
over new market development. Prior to her
tenure with VISA, Joseph served for more than
eight years in the banking industry with Wells
Fargo Bank.

Phil Tomlinson – (Retired) Chairman of the
Board, TSYS - 2015

Paul Garcia – Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Global Payments - 2012

Phil Tomlinson, retired chairman of the board of
TSYS, has been the driving champion for excellence in client service for the company’s entire
history. As CEO, Tomlinson directed the company’s strategy of technological growth and
advancement. But among clients, colleagues
and team members, he is better known for his
tireless efforts to exceed client expectations
every day.

Paul R. Garcia is former Chairman of the Board
and CEO of Global Payments Inc. (NYSE:GPN),
one of the world’s leading payment processing
companies. Director of SunTrust Banks, Inc., he
is a pioneer and leader in the financial and payments services industry, having served in management and executive management roles for
30 years. Garcia originally became Chief Executive Officer of NDC’s Atlanta-based eCommerce
line of business in June 1999. NDC eCommerce
began operating as Global Payments Inc. on
December 11, 2000, and the new company
spun off from National Data on February 1,
2001.

Tomlinson joined Columbus Bank and Trust
(CB&T) in 1974, after a successful management
career with General Electric Corporation. Since
TSYS was established as a spin-off in 1983, Tomlinson has played a key role in almost every major decision and relationship that has shaped
the company’s development. Tomlinson is a
graduate of Louisiana State University’s School
of Banking of the South.

Peter J. Kight – Founder, Chairman, and Chief
Executive Officer of CheckFree - 2011
Kight founded CheckFree in 1981 in his grandmother’s basement, with a vision of providing
electronic funds transfer services to businesses
and consumers. Over the following 27 years,

CheckFree expanded its scope beyond online
bill payments to online and mobile banking,
digital payments and processing infrastructures, business intelligence analytics, electronic
billing, digital reconciliation, and operational
risk management systems – through both internal development and acquisitions. CheckFree,
with revenues of $1.1 Billion, was sold to Fiserv,
Inc in December of 2007 for $4.4 Billion.
James H. Blanchard
Retired Chairman of the Board and CEO,
Synovus / Chairman, Board of Advisors,
Jordan-Blanchard Capital, LLC - 2010
Blanchard began his service with Synovus
Financial Corp. in June 1970 and served as
CEO of Synovus from 1971 until being named
Chairman of the Board in July 2005. Blanchard
retired from Synovus in October 2006. In 2011,
he partnered with the Jordan Company, a Columbus-based real estate and investment firm,
to create Jordan-Blanchard Capital.
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INCLUSION DRIVING INNOVATION
TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 2019
7:30AM-11:30AM
SOUTHERN EXCHANGE BALLROOMS

Learn how inclusion drives innovation and keeps
companies globally competitive.
Featuring:
TAG’s annual Diversity Leadership Awards

TAG Converge 2019 convenes global influencers of emerging tech workforce
culture. TAG will highlight and celebrate the trailblazers who are creating a
powerful ethos across the technology community’s best and
brightest companies.

www.TAGonline.org.

ADVANCE Awards Spotlight Fintech Innovation
2019 Company Winners

Each year, the Technology Association of Georgia
honors innovative U.S. FinTech companies with
ties to Georgia through its TAG FinTech ADVANCE program.
Unlike start-ups, ADVANCE companies have
customers and revenues and also can demonstrate results that show that they are helping
the financial industry move forward through
innovation. The awards are open to technology
firms of all sizes, even large, established companies that are providing technology, growing
and making a difference.
“The 2019 TAG FinTech ADVANCE Award applicants and winners showcase the breadth of fintech talent and innovation that lives in Georgia,”
said Larry K. Williams, President & CEO of TAG. “It
was challenging for our judging committee to
select just six winners, but we are excited about
highlighting these impressive companies as we
head into FinTech South.”
This year’s six TAG FinTech ADVANCE Award
winners represent established companies with
proven innovative fintech solutions touching
payments, analytics, personal finance, real
estate and additional sectors. These companies
deliver measurable results and have a connection to Georgia such as a physical presence, a
strategic partner relationship, customers, board
members or other affiliations.
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Brightwell – Brightwell is a financial services
company that helps global workers get paid,
as well as send and spend money safely and
easily worldwide. With a special focus on global
cruise lines, Brightwell reduces costs, improves
security and streamlines cash management for
businesses. The company is headquartered in
Atlanta.

Featurespace – Featurespace is the world’s
leading provider of Adaptive Behavioral Analytics technology for fraud and risk management.
The U.K.-based company opened its U.S. headquarters in Atlanta in 2017, occupying almost
7,000 square feet at the heart of Atlanta’s “Transaction Alley”.

Greenlight – Greenlight is a debit card for kids
that parents can manage from their phones
with flexible parental controls. Headquartered
in Atlanta, Greenlight also offers Educational
Savings Accounts, Savings Goals and additional
financial literacy resources.

GoProcure – Atlanta-based GoProcure is a
software platform that allows anybody in the
enterprise to purchase a product or service in
a few clicks, while still adhering to the rigorous
standards set by Finance and Procurement.

GROUNDFLOOR – Headquartered in Atlanta,
GROUNDFLOOR is a unique financial product
for individual investors that allows non-accredited and accredited investors alike to participate directly in real estate investment loans on
a fractional basis.

Safe Systems – Headquartered in Alpharetta,
Safe Systems provides compliance-centric IT
services designed exclusively for community
banks and credit unions, ensuring that they are
kept up to date on the current technologies,
security risks, regulatory changes and FFIEC
guidelines.

Innovation Challenge Awards $50K to
FinTech Startup Star
Program mentors rising startups, fosters fintech ecosystem
One of the most exciting elements of the annual
FinTech South event is the Innovation Challenge, a four-week program that culminates in a
live audience, on-stage vote for the winner of a
$50K cash prize.
Hosted by the Technology Association of Georgia, the Innovation Challenge’s Education and
Mentoring program aims to accelerate early
stage fintech companies in the region through
instruction, mentoring and an introduction to
the Georgia fintech ecosystem.
At the conclusion of the program, three startups are selected to present on FinTech South’s
main stage for a chance to win the nation’s
largest fintech prize package.
This year’s winner is Stackfolio (Atlanta, Ga.), an
online marketplace for loan trading, offering a
completely digital transaction process that does
not require human brokers.
In its fifth year, the Innovation Challenge’s Education and Mentoring program brings startups
and industry veterans together to bolster Georgia’s fintech ecosystem. The finalists participate
in educational sessions including, Pitch Deck
Do’s and Dont’s, Raising Capital and Legal and
Compliance. At the conclusion of the program,
companies present to a panel of judges, competing for one of three final spots.
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visibility and facilitates dialogue for the innovators with the existing large incumbents. Third, it
generates more attention by innovators to fintech. Lastly, the program accelerates the launch
of fundable startups through the curriculum and
programming that prepares the startups for their
pitch day, “ said Sean Banks, Partner, TTV Capital
and Chair of the TAG Fintech Society.
This year’s 12 finalists include:
l Arcanum (Athens, GA) – secure password
management with innovative interface that
helps financial organizations, banks and online
merchants.
l Agora Services (New York, NY) – cloudenabled service that helps community, credit
unions and regional banks ramp up their digital
experience.
l CapWay (Atlanta, GA) – online banking and
financial literacy app that aims to help the unbanked and under-banked.
l IvyLender (Atlanta, GA) – small business
lending platform and marketplace that matches
applicants and lenders.
l Yellow Card Financial (Atlanta, GA) –
alleviates high processing fees associated with
cryptocurrency, providing those receiving money
with faster access to funds through a gift card
or voucher.

Applications are submitted by companies from
across the region, and dozens of companies are
vetted before final selections are made.

l MaxRewards (Atlanta, GA) – mobile app that
helps users maximize credit card reward opportunities.

“There are several reasons the innovation challenge is important. First, it demonstrates that
Georgia is serious about growing the early stage
of our fintech ecosystem. Second, it provides

l Stackfolio (Atlanta, GA) – online marketplace
for loan trading, offering a completely digital
transaction process that does not require human brokers.

l Ternio (Atlanta, GA) – offers BlockCardTM, a
cryptocurrency debit card, allowing card holders to
spend their cryptocurrencies anywhere major
credit cards are accepted.
l WorldWatch Plus (Atlanta, GA) – provides a
secure and easily-integrated KYC/CDD compliance solution that reduces fraud and reputation
risks while lowering operational costs.
l QwikCheck (Atlanta, GA) – cloud-based
self-checkout system to improve customers’
retail experience and customer loyalty.
l Birch Global (Atlanta, GA) – product Dinote
helps accredited and institutional investors lend
money to digitally native businesses looking for
financing to accelerate economic growth.
l Esgro (Atlanta, GA) – offers escrow of payments in a mobile app for gig economy workers, helping to protect payment from
cancellation.

“We are incredibly impressed by the caliber of the
companies that applied for the Innovation Challenge this year,” said Tommy Marshall, head of
the FinTech South Innovation Challenge. “This
year’s participants showcase the remarkable
innovation and talent in the space, and we are
excited to see them learn and grow through the
4-week program.”

Pavleen Thukral / CEO of Stackfolio

Stackfolio:

This years Innovation Challenge winner.

Georgia Smart Communities Challenge
Seeks Applicants
Program supports local governments, builds smart tech communities
by Alyson Powell Key, Marketing Communications Manager - IPaT
A day-long workshop at the GTRI Conference
Center in Midtown brought together local governments, government associations, industry,
and academia to explore potential smart community initiatives as part of the Georgia Smart
Communities Challenge.
Georgia Smart is a one year program that supports local governments of any size within the
State of Georgia by providing grant funding
and access to technical assistance, expert
advice, and a network of peers. Successful applicants will leverage these resources to explore,
study, and plan for the use, deployment, and
integration of smart community technologies
into their jurisdictions and operations. Teams
partner with a Georgia Tech advisor who conducts research in support of the community’s
goals.
During welcome remarks, Georgia Tech Executive Vice President for Research Chaouki Abdallah said, “Researchers have become true partners of these communities and show the power
and potential of collaboration.” He thanked the
four inaugural Georgia Smart communities for
forging a path for future program participants
and demonstrating “how the intersection of
people and technology can foster smart community growth.”
Representatives of the four communities – the
cities of Albany and Chamblee and Chatham
and Gwinnett counties – along with their Georgia
Tech research partners, presented an overview
of their year-long projects:
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Chatham County is designing, developing, and
testing a pilot sensor network for measuring
sea and inland waterway levels to inform government officials and other key stakeholders of
flood risk during natural disasters and storms.
Georgia Tech collaborators: School of Earth and
Atmospheric Science, School of Computer
Science, School of Electrical Engineering, School
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, and
Center for Education Integrating Science,
Mathematics, and Computing (CEISMC).
Gwinnett County is evaluating traffic management technologies for improved vehicle
mobility, safety, and connectivity throughout
the region. Georgia Tech collaborator: School of
Civil and Environmental Engineering.
The City of Albany is developing an integrated
portal from several government databases to
drive efficiency and transparency throughout
city government. Georgia Tech collaborator:
School of Public Policy.
The City of Chamblee is developing a shared
autonomous vehicle feasibility study and concept plan to establish the framework for improving mobility and equity in the city. The project
focuses on first/last mile connections to the
Chamblee MARTA train station and surrounding
region.
This summer, Georgia Tech undergraduate and
graduate students will join the four communities
as part of the newly-formed Georgia Smart
Community Corps. The full-time, interdisciplinary

fellowship is dedicated to creating livable and
equitable communities through smart technology and data implementation.
A panel with representatives from Georgia
Tech’s College of Design and School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Advanced Technology Development Center (ATDC), ULI Atlanta,
AARP, and Georgia Chamber of Commerce
discussed how smart communities can impact
economic growth and how the smart cities
conversation has evolved over the past five
years.

Traffic Management Technology
Proposals for the 2019 Georgia Smart Communities Challenge are due by Friday, May 3 at 5
pm; this year, Georgia Smart will once again
sponsor up to four teams. Learn more at the
Georgia Tech Smart Cities and Inclusive Innovation website.

2019 GEEK RUSH 5K

Saturday, October 12, 2019 • 7:00 – 10:30 AM
TAG North Metro - Alpharetta
PEACHTREE ROAD RACE QUALIFIER 5K
FUN ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES
Join the Technology Community and
run with the geeks at the 2019 Geek Rush 5K!
A portion of the race proceeds benefit the TAG Education
Collaborative (TAG-Ed), providing vital pathways to STEM careers
for students across Georgia.

Grab your fellow geeks, get in on the fun and give back!
www.TAGonline.org.

FinTech South Event
Takes Global Stage
1,400+ Fintech Leaders Gather for Ecosystem Spotlight
FinTech South 2019 brought together more

than 1,400 fintech leaders at Atlanta’s modern
marvel Mercedes-Benz Stadium April 22-23 for
a global exchange of insights, innovations and
trends fueling tomorrow’s financial tech industry.
Featuring internationally renowned keynote
speakers, a host of breakout sessions, VIP tracks
and notable fintech industry awards – including
the $50K Innovation Award – FinTech South has
become the Southeast’s largest event dedicated
to financial innovation and technology.
Georgia is a global leader in the FinTech space.
Recognized as “Transaction Alley” – more than
$58 billion in U.S. purchase transactions are
processed by Georgia-based acquirers, roughly two-thirds of the total volume. The top 20
Georgia-based FinTech companies generate an
estimated $72 billion in annual revenue.
The event kicked off with an Investor Preview,
featuring the hottest fintech startups in the
industry. Highlights of the event included:

FinTech South MC, Katie Linendoll: Emmy
Award winning television personality and tech
journalist.

l Investor Preview event sponsored by
Cherry Bekaert featuring expert panel and meet
and greet between fintech startups and investors
l VIP Networking with Live Entertainment
and Hors d’ oeuvres & Cocktails sponsored by
Featurespace
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l

3 Dynamic Keynote Speakers

l

Devin McGranahan, Senior Group
President, Fiserv

l

Mary-Catherine Lader, Chief Operating
Officer, Aladdin Wealth Tech, BlackRock

l

Jeff Hoffman, Entrepreneur, Proven CEO,
Speaker, Author & Producer

l

24 Breakout Sessions with more than
100 speakers sponsored by EY, Verizon,
Transcard, SunTrust & SunTrust Robinson
Humphrey

l

Invite-only VIP Session sponsored by
PPRO in the Falcons Locker Room

l

100+ Exhibitors & Startups in Innovation
Alley sponsored by NCR

l

International Pavilion in Innovation Alley
hosting international companies from
Canada, Ireland and the UK

l

University Academy Lounge sponsored
by Georgia FinTech Academy

l

Lifetime Achievement Award sponsored
by Red Hat honoring Chip Mahan

l

Innovation Challenge sponsored by
Accenture and Pitch Contest with a $50K
Award voted on by event attendees

l

ADVANCE Awards sponsored by BitPay
recognizing 6 companies: Go Procure,
Brightwell, Featurespace, Greenlight,
GROUNDFLOOR, and Safe Systems

l

Innovation Alley Happy Hour sponsored
by Fleetcor

Mary-Catherine Lader

Jeff Hoffman

l

Innovation Alley Stage featuring content
by Bakkt and Bitpay

l

Academy Lounge sponsored by GA
FinTech Academy hosting 110 university
students

l

Special Guest Appearance by
Gov. Brian Kemp

For more information about Georgia’s
thriving FinTech ecosystem, visit:
georgiafintech.org

The event returns in 2020, April 27-28 at
the Mercedes-Benz Stadium!
For sponsorship opportunities connect
with Kyle Ross at kyle@tagonline.org.

Engagement in TAG provides a variety of
opportunities to grow tech business and leaders.
Being a TAG member allows your employees to:

Gain access to a broad
peer network.

Take advantage of leadership
opportunities within TAG’s 26
professional societies.

Keep up with the latest industry
trends and thought leaders.

Engage in more than
200 events a year

Join now and get your company involved in all of the action as we
work together to shine a global spotlight on Georgia’s
vibrant technology ecosystem.

For more information on TAG membership and how your employees
can get involved TODAY, email MEMBERSHIP@TAGonline.org.

Latest Trends in Retail Payments
Puts Consumers in the Driver’s Seat
by Ernie Buday, Vice President, Product Strategy- FIS

Amid the constant reinvention of retailing, one
thing remains constant: Consumers are becoming more powerful with expectations of having
it all now and on their own terms. To stay competitive, retailers are shifting their investment
strategies from growth via new stores to big
investments in new digital-first sales models.
So where should retailers focus their strategies
over the next few years to ensure long-term success?
Self-service to Keep “Me” Moving
While consumers want a choice of channels, a
recent State of the Industry survey revealed that
66 percent of shoppers preferred self-service
because it saves them something even more
valuable than money … it saves their time. From
order-ahead to self-checkout to smart returns,
consumers expect fast and frictionless experiences. Today, shoppers can enjoy the “just walk
out” experience with scan-as-you-go, one-click
web-like shopping and image recognition supported by multiple sensor technology and fully
integrated (and invisible) payment mechanisms.
l
Zippin uses artificial intelligence (AI) and
computer vision software with smart shelf sensors to track items placed in the shopping cart.
The customer simply selects items to buy and
then walks away having selected their preferred
choice of payment with the paperless, emailed
receipt option.
l
Nordstrom has self-service return digital kiosks that scan receipts, bag the item and
credit the customer’s account, greatly speeding
up the process and giving the customer total
control.
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The Rise of the Machines
The technology to create the Internet of
things (IoT) is everywhere and has become
a catalyst for making artificial intelligence
truly meaningful in the real world. According to IDC financial insights, AI is expected
to become pervasive across more customer
journeys, supply networks, merchandizing,
marketing and commerce because it provides
actionable insights to optimize retail execution.
l
Amazon curates the top selling products on Amazon.com for a specific demographic and geography, and then allows the
pickup of those products in a brick and mortar retail setting. Payment is done through
the Amazon app in store.
l
AWM Smart Shelf facial recognition
technology identifies multiple physical
aspects of a customer, and leverages this
real-time data to target dynamic pricing,
discounts and content to shoppers. The
computer vision software automatically recognizes products added to the cart with all
payments transacted through the app.
In a joined-up digital world where technology
is ubiquitous, everything is interconnected.
And so long as the customer wins in terms of
intelligently targets recommendations, meaningful discounts and a more seamless and
convenient retail experience, then the customer will return and invariably spend more,

From Sofa to Store to Sofa
Consumers are used to shopping from their
homes, ordering from their favorite restaurants for home delivery, or scheduling a car
service pick-up. This is evidenced by the
growth in last-mile delivery solutions that are
making the shopping experience more sophisticated and autonomous. Last mile delivery drivers are among the growing economy
of gig workers that expect instant pay directly
into their accounts.
l
Glympse delivery leverages location
sharing technology, tracking drivers for the
shopper waiting at home, and the retailer
getting the curbside order ready. Add the
ability to pay through the app and it becomes
the hassle-free experience consumers expect.
l
Ingo Money enables fast and easy payments through their push payment platform.
Consumers can transform cash, checks and
ACH payments into real-time digital funds
transfer for businesses and consumers.
Digital technology not only simplifies the
end-to-end value chain, it fosters a mutually
beneficial relationship that drives repeat business in all sectors.

Advanced Data Analytics that
Surprise and Delight
Data drives the experiences that consumers
want, and retailers aspire to deliver. In a recent survey by a leading consulting firm,

more than 50 percent of consumers said they
would willingly share personal information to
receive more personalized offers. Among the
more prominent uses for real-time data and
advanced analytics is real-time reward offers
and real-time redemption.
l
RichRelevance creates relevant and
seamless shopping experiences, leveraging AI
to select the most contextually relevant personalized product recommendation across
web, mobile, email and in-store based on past
purchases, browsing history and shopping
patterns.
l
FIS Premium Payback delivers a ‘surprise and delight’ experience at checkout by
presenting the consumer with the ability to
use reward points like cash on their purchases.
Cardholders just swipe their rewards card at
the point of sale and the price to pay automatically rolls back.
Instant gratification is a byword for modern
retail as consumers look for a personalized
and contextual experience with deals and
discounts based on loyalty and behavior. Being able to pay for goods, fully or in part, with
instant redemption of loyalty points at the
POS ensures happy, regular customers.

By intelligently promoting loyalty points
into the daily transaction process helps keep
loyalty schemes front and center in consumers’ minds and helps to guard against the risk
of consumers building up enormous point
totals that are only occasional cashed-in for a
gift every year or so. The more engaged the
customer is with loyalty programs, the more
they spend; typically, consumers spend 187%
more per month when reward systems are
deployed.
Act Now to Stay Relevant
So, what must financial services organizations
do to remain relevant?
Empower omnichannel experiences and
embrace digital wallets
Financial service providers need to help
retailers promote their brand and payment
vehicles as contactless payments continue
to expand through improving omnichannel
experiences. It is important to consider all
aspects of digital payments information by
providing mobile wallets and the corresponding apps, such as the FIS Commerce App, to
facilitate instant access to balances, controls
and alerts that improve security and add
value.

Create value beyond the transaction with
solutions that save retailers time and money
By delivering merchant solutions that engage
the end consumer more frequently, like cashback rewards help keep retailers onboard. Financial institutions must also respond to gig
workers’ needs for faster payments and other
services including financing their automobile or computer. FIS’ Solutions Hub provides
easy access to value-added services like these
that can be customized for retailers’ specific
needs.

Deliver actionable insights to your customers from their data
Overall, it is important to remove friction
from real-time authentication, origination
and decision solution requirements to drive
increased adoption and active use across
services and improve operational efficiency.
The FIS Intelligence Center provides actionable insights to deliver contextual experiences, communications and personalized offers
using advanced AI and machine learning, all
through the customers’ channel of choice.

If financial institutions intend to maximize
their role in the new retail ecosystems, they
need to deploy products and services that
help retailers acquire new customers while
also driving increased spend based on loyalty.
After all, the more engaged the customer the
more lucrative the relationship. Modern merchant solutions will ensure financial service
providers and the retailers they serve remain
relevant over the long term.

HUBWire Spotlight
Noteworthy headlines from TAG’s HUBWire service - www.hubga.com

ParkMobile™ Finishes Strong Q1
with Over 13 Million Users and
Record Growth
ParkMobile, the leading provider of smart
parking and mobility solutions in North
America, has completed a record breaking Q1
for 2019. The company hit the 13 million user
milestone and is now adding over 400,000
new registered users every month. Since
ParkMobile’s launch in 2008, the app has
helped people pay for more than 41 billion
minutes of parking time.
Another major event for the company in Q1
was the official announcement of the new
mobility joint venture between BMW and
Daimler that includes ParkMobile.
This venture brings industry-leading transit,
multi-modal, and smart city technologies
under one umbrella, dramatically expanding
the functionality that ParkMobile can offer to
its clients. ParkMobile is already working with
moovel and ChargeNow to deliver best of
breed transit and charging solutions through
its platform.

InComm Named 2018 Vendor of the
Year by 7-Eleven
Atlanta-based InComm, a leading payments
technology company, was recently named
Vendor of the Year by 7-Eleven, Inc., the largest chain in the convenience-retailing industry. This is the second time in the past three
years that 7-Eleven has recognized InComm
for its innovative products and services,
which deliver a robust payment experience
to 7-Eleven® customers.

InComm has supported 7-Eleven’s prepaid
program for more than 15 years. In 2018, the
companies launched auto-replenishment, a
process to help stores maintain their inventory by automatically shipping cards based on
sales volume.
In addition, the company implemented the
host-to-host (H2H) payment solutions, an
update and integration of the stores’ POS
system, enabling it to support InComm’s
barcode scan activation, as well as PIN-on-receipt products and real-time replenishment
for wireless products. This continuing collaboration has helped 7-Eleven achieve significant cost savings and sales growth in 2018.

UserIQ Names Tyler Winkler as CEO
UserIQ, an innovative customer success platform helping businesses align around user
needs, announced today that its board of directors has appointed industry veteran Tyler
Winkler as CEO. Winkler was formerly the VP
of Global Sales & Marketing at SecureWorks,
where he played a key role in the company’s
rapid growth leading up to its 2011 acquisition by Dell for $650 million and 2016 IPO.
UserIQ helps businesses realize the full value
of customer success by equipping teams with
the product analytics, customer insights, and
user engagement tools to fight churn, grow
the account, and align the entire business
around users’ needs. The company recently
raised $3.6 million in a funding round led by
BIP Capital, which has participated in multiple
funding rounds.
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Abel Solutions Launches Into Its
Next 25 Years
After celebrating its 25th Anniversary on
February 14, 2019, Abel Solutions, Atlanta’s
premier consulting firm helping customers
achieve business excellence, is powering into
its next 25 years of innovation. Underpinned
by a full complement of service offerings and
supported by a refreshed website, Abel Solutions will be focused on providing an ecosystem of support to help customers increase
their productivity, profitability, and competitive leadership.
“The digital transformation that has revolutionized business is no longer a vision of
the future—it is the reality of now,” said Abel
Solutions President David Hammond. “Yet,
devoid of personalized expertise to navigate
this new reality, organizations cannot reap
full value from it. Abel Solutions has always
focused on providing clients with that level of
attention.”
At the heart of Abel Solutions’ business lies its
services offerings:
Business Strategy: Using a disciplined and deliberative focus, assist partners in developing
fundamental strategic decisions.
Business Processes: Lead corporate stakeholders through a methodical, three-part
process focusing on analysis, alignment, and
improvement to maximize business value.
Portals and Collaboration: Evaluate corporate goals and implement the recommended
targeted knowledge-sharing solutions, resulting in secure document access, team communication and collaboration, and operating
efficiency.

Business Applications: Leveraging our collaborative best practices, produce solutions
focused on enabling the organization to
achieve automation and a user-centered
experience.
Insights and Analytics: Engage with organizations to modernize enterprise data to allow
for a more interactive and visual experience
and support more informed decision making.
Infrastructure: Applying our teams’ expertise
in both cloud and on-premises environments,
help strategize and execute deployments,
migrations, upgrades as well as Managed IT
services.
“Abel Solutions has evolved over its 25 years
in business, refining our consultative services
to address customers’ strategic business shifts
while growing with technology to support
their changing requirements,” said Hammond.
“Today, we are a team of collaborative professionals dedicated to helping clients drive
real business value through innovation. Abel
Solutions’ achievement is built on helping its
clients succeed.”

Verizon kicks off search for biggest
and brightest 5G ideas with launch of
“Built on 5G Challenge”
Verizon is now accepting submissions for its
“Built on 5G Challenge,” a nationwide search
for the best products, services, and applications that will bring the true power of 5G to
life. The Challenge intends to inspire innovation and ideas that use 5G and related empowering technologies like low-latency edge
computing to address the biggest challenges
in business and society. In order to be eligible,
teams must be part of a U.S. company that

has 200 or fewer employees and meet the
eligibility requirements in the Official Rules.
In addition to describing their new 5G-enabled ideas, applicants will need to show how
their ideas use technology to impact positive
change – not only in how their solutions create new utility, but also in how their businesses are run.
Submissions will be open until July 15, 2019
and the winners will be announced in October 2019. The winning team will receive $1
million, and the second and third prize teams
will receive $500,000 and $250,000, respectively. In addition to these prizes, first, second and third prize winners will be required
to grant Verizon the opportunity to invest
in their next qualifying financing round. All
winning teams will be given an opportunity
to access live 5G networks located at Verizon’s
5G Labs to further develop their submissions.
For full contest details on eligibility, requirements and prizes, innovators should visit
verizon5glabs.com/builton5g.
To learn more about Verizon’s plans for bringing 5G technology to customers, visit verizonwireless.com/5g.
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Click here for the full EY report

CYBER ALLIANCE FORUM

INTERACTIVE FORUM ON VITAL TRENDS
IN ADAPTIVE CYBER DEFENSE
TUESDAY JUNE 11 | 1:30PM—6:30PM
VENTANAS
Reception To Follow
Featuring Invited Speakers:
Jeanette Manfra Asst. Director of Cybersecurity, Department of Homeland Security’s
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
Adaptive Cyber Defense Panelists
Maj. Gen. Patricia A. Frost (Ret.), Former Director of Cyber, Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff, U.S. Army
Geoff Hancock Principal & CISO, Advanced Cyber Security Group
Shaun Khalfan Information Risk Leader, Freddie Mac
Kimberly Watson Technical Director for Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense,
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

Join the nation’s leading cyber leaders for an immersive event on the latest
adaptive cyber defense strategies.
Experience a live cyber attack through an interactive hack experience that puts you
on quick defense as you gain hands-on training from experts.
Broaden your cybersecurity network and receive an exclusive
adaptive cyber defense playbook.
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REGISTER TODAY
TAGONLINE.ORG/EVENTS
Interested in Sponsorship? Contact kyle@tagonline.org
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15th Annual TAGit Golf Tournament

September 16, 2019 | Cherokee Country Club

200+ Golfers
100 Tech Companies
C-Level Networking on Exclusive Course
Awards, Contests, Prizes
SIGN UP TODAY!

Portion of the proceeds benefits the TAG Education Collaborative
(TAG-Ed), providing pathways to STEM careers

Contact Kyle Ross TODAY to reserve your sponsorship!
(404) 920-2004 | kyle@tagonline.org

